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HANKEL OPERATORS ON THE BERGMAN SPACE

OF BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS

KEHE ZHU

Abstract. Let ii be a bounded symmetric domain in C    with normalized
2

volume measure dV . Let P be the orthogonal projection from L (il, dV)
2 2

onto the Bergman space La(Q) of holomorphic functions in L (ii, dV). Let

P be the orthogonal projection from L (ii, dV) onto the closed subspace

of antiholomorphic functions in L (ii, dV). The "little" Hankel operator h,

with symbol / is the operator from La(Ci) into L (Çl,dV) defined by hß =

P{fg) ■ We characterize the boundedness, compactness, and membership in

the Schatten classes of the Hankel operators h y in terms of a certain integral

transform of the symbol /. These characterizations are further studied in the

special cases of the open unit ball and the poly-disc in C" .

1. Introduction

Let Q be a bounded symmetric domain in C" with (normalized) volume

measure dV. For any 1 < p < +00, the Bergman space Lp(£l) consists of

holomorphic functions in Lp(Cl, dV). It is easy to see that Lpa(ÇÏ) is a closed

subspace of Lp(Çl, dV). In particular, there exists an orthogonal projection

P:L2(Cl,dV)^L2a(n).

Let K(z, w) be the Bergman kernel of £1, then

Pf(z)= [ K(z,w)fi(w)dV(w).

The above integral formula extends P to LX(Q, dV). Let P be the orthogonal

projection from L2(Q, dV) onto L2(Sl) = {fi : fi e L2(Q)), then

Pfi(z)=  [ K(z,w)f(w)dV(w)

=  [ K(w,z)f(w)dV(w).
Jn

This formula also extends P to LX(Q, dV).
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Given tp e L (Q, dV), define two operators H, and h, with domain LfQ.)

as follows:

H<j)f=(I-P)(<f>f),     héfi = P(<t>fi),

where / is the identity operator. H^ is called the Hankel operator with symbol

cj) and h^ is called the reduced (or little) Hankel operator with symbol tj>. The

word "reduced" (or little) is justified by the inequality

P-P0<I-P,

where P0 is the orthogonal projection (rank 1) from L2(f2, dV) onto the con-

stants, that is

PQfiz)= f fiiz)dV(z).
Ja

The main problems that we are interested in here are the following:

Problem 1. When are h^ and H^ bounded operators from La(Cl) into

L2(Çï,dV)l

Problem 2. When are h^ and H^ compact?

Problem 3. When are h^ and H^ in the Schatten-Von Neumann ideals Sp ?

An immediate consequence of the inequality P - P0 < I - P is that H^ is

bounded implies h. is bounded; H, is compact implies h, is compact; and

H, is in S„ implies h, is in S„.<t> p r 4> p

By now it is fairly well-known [2, 3] that the properties of H, and H-r are

governed by the Berezin transform. More specifically, for any / in L (£2, dV),

the Berezin transform of / is the function Bfi defined on £2 by

Bf(z)= f fi(w)\kz(w)\2dV(w),
Jn

where

K(w, z)
kfw)

VK(z,z)

is a unit vector in L2fCl) for each z £ £2. For any tj> £ L2(£2, dV), let

MO(cf>)(z) = [B(\<f>\2)(z) - \Btp(z)\2]1'2,        z £ £2.

MO(tfi) describes a type of mean oscillation of tf> in £2 [2, 3]. It was shown

in [3] that

(1) H¿, H^ are bounded «*• M0((f>) £ B£ ;

(2) H^ , H¿ are compact & MO(<p) £ C0 .

Here BC is the space of bounded continuous functions on £2 and C0 is the

space of continuous functions on £2 vanishing on the boundary.
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In view of the above results, we see that the Berezin transform carries a lot of

information on the Hankel operators H^. The main purpose of this article is to

demonstrate that there exists a similar integral transform on £2 which carries a

lot of information on the reduced Hankel operators. We give a unified treatment

on the size estimates of h, using the integral transform V defined below. It

should be pointed out that [6] gives a fairly complete theory on reduced Hankel

operators. However, the theory in [6] does not cover our results here because

Hankel operators (forms) in [6] are defined on a different space (or at least

for the main results there), namely, the space of square integrable holomorphic

functions with respect to the measure K(z, z)~x dV(z).

The integral transform V is defined as follows. Given / in Lx(Q,dV),

Vf is the function on £2 defined by

Vfi(z)=Xa[ f(w)k2(w)dV(w),        ze£2,
Ja

where

X~X= [ K(z,z)~XdV(z).
Ja

Note that in the definition of the Berezin transform we used \kz(w)\ , while in

the definition of V we used k2(w).

Theorem. Let £2 be any bounded symmetric domain in C" . If tp e L2(£2, dV)

and p > 1, then

( 1 ) h-r is bounded <4> Vtp £ BC ;

(2) h-r is compact <=>■ Vtp £ C0 ;

(3) h^ is in Sp&Vtp£ Lp(dX), where dX(z) = K(z, z)dV(z).

Note that for tf> £ L (£2, dV), we always have h-r = hjr, where P is the

Bergman projection. Thus in considering reduced Hankel operators, we can
content ourselves with antiholomorphic symbols.

When 0 is holomorphic in £2, Vtp is "computable" in the most interesting

cases. If £2 = Bn and tp is holomorphic in Bn, then we will show that V<p

behaves like the functions

il-\z\2)"+lÇâiz)       i\a\ = n + l),

where a = (ax, ... , af is an ordered «-tuple of nonnegative integers, \a\ =

q, H-\-an , and

d_<p_      _       0     tp
da    \Z) —   „    a. Q    a   \zl

z dzxx---dznn

for \a\ = n + 1. Therefore, we obtain

Corollary 1 [6]. If <f> is holomorphic in Bn and p > I, then

(1) Aj is bounded «■ (1 - \z\2)n+lÇ^(z) £ BC for all \a\ = n + l;
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(2) h¿ is compact «■ (1 - |z|2)"+1C¿(z) e C0 for all \a\ = n + I ;

(3) h$ is in Spo(l- \z\2)n+lÇ^(z) £ Lp(dX) for all \a\ = n+l.

There is another case when we can "compute" Vtp for tp holomorphic,

namely, when £2 = D" , the poly-disc in C" . For simplicity of notation, we

will confine ourselves to the bidisc D . In this case, we show that Vtp is deter-

mined by the following five functions:

Tx<P(zx) = (1 - |z1|2)2|4(z1, 0), T2<P(z2) = (1 - |z2|2)2^4(0, z2),
oz{ oz2

T3tP(zx) = (l-\zx\2)2-^-(zx,0),
ozxoz2

T4tP(z2) = (l-\z2\2)-^-2(0,z2),
dzxdz2

a4 j.
,2,2,,       ,      ,2,2     O

Ttp(zx, z2) = (l -\zx\ ) (1 -|z2| )       2     2(zx, Zf).
ozxoz2

It is possible to use lower order derivatives here (as well as in the case of Bf

if we only consider S   for p > 1 [10, 12].

Corollary 2. If p > 1 and tp is holomorphic in D , then we have

( 1 )   ^ is bounded <*> T¡(p £ BC'V)       ( 1 < i < 4),        Ttp e BC(B2) ;

(2) hj is compact «> 7^.0 £ C0(D)       (1 < I < 4),        7> e C0(D2) ;

(3) hj is in Sp <* T¡4> £ LP(B, dX)       (1 < i < 4),        7> e LP(D2, dX).

2. Basic properties of the transform V

In this section we collect the basic properties of the integral transform  V

defined by

Vf(z)=Xaf f(w)lc1z(w)dV(w).
Ja

Lemma 1. The operator Q defined by

is a bounded projection from L (Cl,dV) onto La(£2).

Proof. See [9] or use Fubini's theorem.

Proposition 2. If fi £ L2(£2, dV), then

(1) PVf=Pf;
(2) VPf=Vf;
(3) V2f=Vfi.
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Proof. All the equalities follow from Fubini's theorem and Lemma 1 as well

as the reproducing property of the Bergman projection P. We check (1) for

example.

PVf(z)=  [ K(z,w)Vf(w)dV(w)
Ja

= f K(z, w)dV(w)Xa í K{™;U¿ f(u)dV(u)
Ja Ja A-\w > w)

= ialj{u)äV{u)IJfffLK{2,w)dv{w)

- Samdv{u)XaSMS)K{w-z)inw)

(Lemma 1) =  / f(u)K(u, z)dV(u)
Ja

=  [ K(z,u)f(u)dV(u) = Pfi(z).
Ja

The other two equalities can be checked similarly.

Proposition 3.   V is a bounded operator on Lp(£2, dX) for all 1 < p < +oo.

Proof. Since each kz is a unit vector in La(£2), we have

\Vfi(z)\<Xn [ \fi(w)\\kz(w)\2dV(w)
Ja

<^Jf\LÍ \Kiw)\2dV(w)
Ja

-Xn

for all z in £2. Thus \\V f\\x < XJfW^ and V is bounded on L°°(dX).
If p > 1, then

\Vfi(z)\p <XPa f \f(w)\p\kz(w)\2dV(w)
Ja

2
since \kz(w)\ dV(w) is a probability measure for each z £ £2 . Therefore,

2

/ \Vfi(z)\pdX(z) <XPn [ K(z, z)dV(z) f |/(W)|p|*(Z;W)l   dV(w)
Ja Ja Ja K(z, z)

- ^ / \f(w)\pdV(w) [ \K(z, w)\2dV(z)
Ja Ja

= XPaf \fi(w)\"K(w,w)dV(w)
Ja

= XPaf \f(w)\pdX(w).
Ja

Proposition 4.   V is an orthogonal projection on the Hubert space L2(£2, dX).

Proof. Since  F is a bounded operator on L2(dX), it suffices to check that

V2 = V and V* = V on L2(dX), where V* is the adjoint of V on L2(dX).
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V = V follows from Proposition 2. To prove V* = V on L2(dX), it suffices

to prove (Vf, g)k = (fi, Vg)k for all /, g in L2(dX), where ( , )x is the

(complex) integral pairing with respect to the measure dX. Once again, Fubini's

theorem gives what we want:

2

(Vf, g)k= jW)dX(z)XiljJi^zW)z) fi(w)dV(w)

= Xn[ f(w) dV(w) f K(z, w)2J(T)dV(z)
Ja Ja

= jj(W)dX(W)XQ¡I^^)g(z)dV(z)

=   í f(w)V^fuT)dX(w) = (fi,Vg)l.
Ja

Remark 1. The boundedness of V on Lp(dX)   (1 <p < +oo) implies that

(Vf,g)x = (f,Vg)x

for all / £ L"(dX), g £ Lq(dX) with i + I = 1, l<p<oo.

Remark 2. Under the usual integral pairing ( ,   )  (with respect to dV), we

have

v'f^'^iMSf{w)dv{w)'Qn2h

where Q is the operator in Lemma 1.

2
Proposition 5. For any tp £ L (£2, dV), we have

(2)hj = hy-^;

(3)VtP(z)=Xa(h^kz,kz).

Proof. (1) and (3) follow directly from the definitions of h-r and V. (2) is a

consequence of (1) and Proposition 2:

^é = h~P4> = "-pv<¡) ~ "v~4> •

Proposition 6.   V : C(£2) -> C0(£2), where C(£2) is the space of complex Junctions

on £2 which extend to £2 (the Euclidean closure of £2) continuously.

Proof. We will obtain this in §4 as a corollary.  We give an alternative proof

here in the special case £2 = Bn . Let {<pz: z £ £2} be the collection of auto-
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morphisms defined in [8], then a change of variable gives

Vfi(z) = Xa[ f(w)kz(w)2dV(w)
Ja

= Xaf fotPz(w)k2(<Pz(w)\kz(w)\2dV(w)
Ja

= Xa( focPz(w)&^dV(w)
Jn k2(w)2

If / € C(£2) and z0 e <9£2, then

lim focp (w) = f(zf)
z^z0

for each w since

lim <pz(w) = z0
z_*z0

uniformly on compact sets. Therefore, by dominated convergence, we have

The reproducing property of K now gives

f^^dV{w)=^[^A^dV(w)
JaK(z0,w) r^x-JaK(rz0,w)

=   lim -¡r.-r = 0 .
r_r A:(rz0, rzf

3. BOUNDEDNESS OF  h~A

L2(C,

In this case, we have

Proposition 7. If tp e L2(£2, dV), then h-r is bounded if and only if Vtp £ BC.

\\*tf\<\\V4>\\00<lQ\\l$\.

Proof. Since

v^T) = xçl(hjkz,kz)

and kz is a unit vector for each z, we must have |F«^>(z)| < An||Av|| for all

z , and hence || VtpW^ < Xa\\hf\\. On the other hand, we have by Proposition 5

ll^ll = W^vÚ • II n easy t0 see tnat ll^i/ll - Halloo ̂or *M V £ L°° . Thus we
also have ||^|| < H^^ .

Theorem 8 [10]. If tp is holomorphic and in L (£2, dV), then the following are
equivalent:

(1) h-r is bounded;
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(2) V<P£BC(Q);
(3) (P£PL°°(Çl);

(4) \ Sa fiz)(piz) dV (z)\ < C ja\f(z)\dV(z) for some constant C > 0 and

all f£H°°(Çï).

Moreover, the following quantities are equivalent:   \\hf\\,  H^H^, infíJi/H^ :

tp = Pip),  sup{\lnfi(z)W)dV(z)\ : 11/11, < 1, fi £ E^f where \\f\\%
¡CÏ\f(z)\dV(z).

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was proved in Proposition 7 along with

the inequalities \\h^\\ < WVipW^ < Xa\\hj\\.

By Proposition 2, tp £ L (£2, dV) is holomorphic implies that tp = PVtp.

Therefore inffjl^: <P = Pip] < W^ .
If tp = Pip with xp £ L°° , then ||/^|| = \\h-^\\ = \\h-\\ < HH«, ■ This implies

that ||A5||<inf{||Hoo:0 = ^}-

It is well-known [2] that for each z e £2, the function kz(w) is holomorphic

in a neighbourhood of Q. In particular, k. £ 7L00 for all z 6 £2. Thus

||F0||oo=sup{|F</)(z)|:z€Q}

= Ansup|  Í tP(w)k2(w)dV(w)

<Vup{ j tP(w)J(ff)dV(w)

ze£2
}

< 1,  f£H°

Finally, if f £ H°° and \\f\\x < 1, then

[ fi(zWfz)dV(z) =  [ Qfi(z)W)dV(z)
Jto Ja

=  [ fi(z)VW)dV(z)
Ja

by Remark 2 in the last section. It follows that

Lfi(z)<P(z)dV(z) <\\VM <\\V<P\\C

completing the proof of Theorem 8.

Corollary 9. Let X = PL°°(£2) be equipped with the norm \\(p\\t = \\h-f\, then

La(£2)* = X with equivalent norms.

Proof. Suppose i £ La(£2)*, then the Hahn-Banach extension theorem implies

that £ can be extended to l'(£2, dV) without increasing the norm. Since

l'(£2, dV)* = L°°(n), there must exist a function  \p e L°°(£2)  such that
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11(11 = UHU and f (/) = ¡çlf(z)ip(z)dV(z) for all / e La(£2). Let <f> = Pxp £
X, then for all / e H°° (dense in La(£2)), we have

«(/)=  \ f(z)\W)dV(z)
Ja

=  [ Pf(z)ï(z)dV(z)
Ja

=   í f(z)Pf¡f(z)dV(z)
Ja

f(z)tP(z)dV(z).
ta

Moreover,
í

\\<P\l<syip{jj(z)cP(z)dV(z) :fi£H°°,   U/11, <l} = ||í||.

Conversely, if tp £ X, then tp induces a bounded linear functional £. on

La(£2) as follows:

tyf) = j fiz)tPiz)dV(z),        f£H°° (dense in La(£2)).

Moreover, we have

ligi = sup{^/(z)0(z)¿F(z) :/€//°°,  11/11, <1\<X,i - * ( - "-m

Remark. Since the dual of any Banach space is still a Banach space, thus X is

complete in the norm || ||t. Another way of seeing this is to consider I asa

quotient space:

P-.L^W^X.

\\t  is equivalent to the quotient norm.  The quotient space of any Banach

space is still a Banach space.

4. Compactness of h-r

2
Proposition 10. Suppose <p e L (£2, dV) with Vtp £ BC, then h-r is compact

if and only if Vtp £ C0 if and only if Vtp £ C(£2).

Proof. Since Vtp(z) = Xa(h-r, kz, kf and kz —* 0 weakly as z-t <9£2, thus

h-r is compact implies that Vtp £ C0 which in turn implies that Vtp £ C(£2).

On the other hand, if Vtp £ C(£2), then Vtp can be approximated in L°°(£2)

by finite linear combinations of za~z^ (Stone-Weierstrass). Since each «_ ß isa

finite rank operator and y/ i-> h is norm continuous, hyv can be approximated

in norm by finite linear combinations of finite rank operators. Hence h-r = hyr

is compact.

Corollary 11.   V : C(£2) -» C0(£2).

Proof. Suppose tp £ C(£2), then h-r is compact by the proof of Proposition 10.

Thus V £ C0(£2) by the proposition.
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Theorem 12 [10]. Iftp is holomorphic in £2 with kr bounded, then the following

are equivalent:

(1) h-r is compact;

(2) Vtp eC0(£2);

(3) V<P£C(Q);
(4) tp £ PC0(n) ;

(5) tP£PC(Q).

Proof. The equivalences of (1), (2), and (3) are in Proposition 10. <p = PVtp

gives the implication (2) => (4). (4) => (5) is trivial. If tp = Pip with ip £

C(£2), then kr = h- is compact by the Stone-Weierstrass argument used in the

proof of Proposition 10, completing the proof of Theorem 12.

Recall that X = PL'X(Q,) is the Banach space with norm ||/||t = ||Aj||. Let

X0 be the closed subspace of X consisting of / such that h-? is compact. It

is easy to see that the polynomials are dense in X0 [10], thus X0 is separable

(X is not!).

Corollary 13.  X^ = La(£2) with equivalent norms.

Proof. Suppose / £ La(£2), then / induces a bounded linear functional !;,

on X:

tfig)= Í giz)J(z~)dV(z),        g£A?,
1 Ja

where AAP is the set of polynomials (dense in Xf).   By Corollary 9,  ||<!; J <

WHi-
Conversely, suppose that i £ Xq , we wish to find a function fie La(Sl)

such that 4 = if Consider the mapping

F:A-0-C0(£2).

By Proposition 7, V is an imbeding, thus the image VX0 is a closed subspace

of C0(£2). Moreover,

ÇoV~x : VXQ^C

is a bounded linear functional on VX0 with norm < ||K~ || ||¿;||. Extend ÇoV~

to the space C0(£2) by the Hahn-Banach theorem.  The Riesz representation

theorem then produces a finite complex Borel measure p on £2 such that

i°V~X(fi)= f fi(z)dp(z)
Ja

for all / in VX0 . It follows that

£(*)= [ Vg(z)dp(z)
Ja
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for all g in XQ . If g £ XQ is a polynomial, then Fubini's theorem gives

2

tig)= !dp(z)xa f K^:w)s g(w)dv(W)
Ja Ja Kiz> z)

2

= [ g(w)dV(w)Xa f *(z'w)  dp(z).
Ja Ja Kiz, z)

Let

then / e La(£2) with

-->°h^JJWfdv™
= Xa j d\p\(z) = XJp\\<XaK\\\\V-X\\.

Moreover, we have

iig)= Í giw)lW)dV(w)=Ug)
Ja J

for all g in 9° (dense in XQ). This completes the proof of Corollary 13.

Remark. The results in this section as well as the last section are mostly taken

from [10]. The approach here is improved.

5. Schatten-Von Neumann class Hankel operators

Suppose A is a bounded operator from L2(£2) into L2(£2), then A*A is

a positive operator on the Hubert space La(£2). We say that A is in the

Schatten-Von Neumann p-ideal Sp if tr((,4*,4)p/2] is finite. We will be mainly

concerned with the case 1 < p < oo. In this case, each S is a Banach space.

We will write S^ for the set of all bounded operators. Note that some authors

write S^ for the set of all compact operators. [5] contains a fair amount of

information about the ideals S . We will need the interpolating property:

if 1 < p0 < px < +00 and l/p = (1 - 9)/p0 + 6/px for 0 e (0, 1), where

[ , ]e is the functor of complex interpolation. The Lp -spaces also have the

same interpolating properties:

[Lp"(dp),Lp'(dp)]d = Lp(dp)

if 1 < p0 < px < +00 and l/p = (1 - d)/p0 + 6/px with 6 £ (0, 1). Any book
on interpolation of Banach spaces should contain the above results.
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Lemma 14. For 1 < p < +oo, we have

<P£Lp(dX)^h4>eSp.

Proof. The case p = +oo is clear. The case p = 2 is also easy. Recall that

h^f(z) = P(4>fi)iz) = j K(w , z)<P(w)fi(w)dV(w).

Thus h^ is an integral operator with kernel K(w, z)tp(w) satisfying

f [ \K(w, z)tp(w)\2dV(z)dV(w)
Ja Ja

= f \<P(w)\2dV(w) [ \K(z,w)\2dV(z)
Ja Ja

= [ \(p(w)\2K(w,w)dV(w)
Ja

Therefore, tp £ L (dX) implies h, £ S2. By complex interpolation, we have

tp £ Lp(dX) implies that h^ £ Sp for all 2 < p < +oo. The case 1 < p < 2

is a little more difficult. Again we will use complex interpolation. It suffices to

check the endpoint p = 1. The method below is contained in [6].

First observe that

hé=     4>iw)h^ dV(w),
Ja

where Kw(z) = K(z ,w).ln fact, if / e L2(£2), then

hKfi(z) = P(KJ)(z)

=  j K(u,z)Kw(u)fi(u)dV(u)
Ja

=  [ K(u,z)K(w,u)f(u)dV(u)
Ja

= K(w,z)f(w) = fi(w)K(z),

and

[ <P(w)h-R fi(z)dV(w) =  [ <P(w)fi(w)Kw(z)dV(w)
Ja w Ja

=  [ K(w , z)(p(w)f(w)dV(w)
Ja

= Kfiz).

Therefore, we have

h  = / (P(w)hj dV(w)
v    Ja

with each h-g   being a rank 1 operator.
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Suppose tp £ l'(£2, dX), we wish to show that h(¡>£ Sx. It suffices to show

that the above integral converges in Sx  (because Sx  is complete). Since h-r
w

is a rank 1 operator, we have

Note that

thus

H*rA = ll*r>

% f = fi(w)Kw,

||% || = sup{\fi(w)\ ||*J|2: ||/||2 = 1 in L2(£2)}

Therefore

= ^K(w,w)sup{\fi(w)\: ||/||2 = 1 in La(£2)}

= K(w, w).

[ \\<P(w)hx \\s dV(w) =  f \tP(w)\K(w,w)dV(w)
Ja w   ' Ja

(w)\dX(w) < +00L
if tp £ L (dX). This completes the proof of Lemma 14.

Theorem 15. Suppose 1 < p < oo and Vtp £ BC, then

h1£Sp^V<P£Lp(dX).

Proof. The case p = +oo was settled in §3. Since h-r = hyr, Lemma 14 gives

the implication Vtp £ Lp(dX) => h-r £ Sp .

Suppose kjESp, then (h¡h¿)p/2 £ Sx. By [1] or [11],

tr[(/^//2] = _£((W/2£Z, kz)K(z, z)dV(z).

If p > 2, then the generalized Holder inequality in [1] gives

tr[(/^//2] > Ja(hfakz,kz)p/2K(z, z)dV(z)

= jjh1kz\\pK(z,z)dV(z).

Since kz is a unit vector, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

\\^kz\\>\(h^kz,kz)\=X-ax\V(p(z)\.

Thus we get

X^tr^h/'2]^ JjVtP(z)\pdX(z)

for all p > 2.  This gives the implication h-r £ Sp =$■ V<p £ Lp(dX) for all

P>2.
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The case 1 < p < 2 is once again more difficult. We outline a method (used

in [7]) to prove the implication h-r£ Sp =s> Vfi £ Lp(dX) for all 1 < p < +oo .

(At least for the case of the open unit ball or the poly-disc in Cn—added in

proof.)

Fix a sequence of points {an} in £2 suchthat

(1) £2 = (J~, E(an), where E(an) is the Bergman metric ball with center

an and radius r (some fixed positive number);

(2) There exists a constant C > 0 such that every function / in L2(£2) can

be written as
oo

«1=1

with

<Cinf.

N
£W2:/=£AA
«1=1 n=l

For the construction of such a sequence {an}, see [4].
2

Define an operator A on La(£2) by letting

Aen = ka„> n= 1,2, ... ,

2 2
where [en) is a fixed orthonormal basis of La(£2). If / 6 La(£2) with /

£°° , fe , then

^/ = £/A
«1=1

and by (2) above,

M/ll<Cinf. ,Y.\KtAf = Y,KK
\ n=\ n=\

<c E\fn\2 = C\
\tl

Thus A is a bounded linear operator. Let A be the operator on La(£2) defined

by Aen = ka , then A is also bounded.

Suppose h-r £ S   with p > 1 , then we also have A h-rA £ Sp . This implies

that
OO

£kT\AeB, ëf)\p <+oo,
= 1

OO

«¡=i

or

«!=1
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or
oo

jr\V<piaH)f<+oo.
n=l

It is not difficult to show that [11] Vcp(z) behaves like Vtp(af for z € E(an).

Also [11] K(z, z) behaves like K(an, an) = ^L_ for z m E(an). It follows

that

f \V<P(z)\"dX(z) < ¿ /      \V<P(z)\"K(z, z)dV(z)
Jn n=\ jE(aA

oo . -

„=1 l^iajl JE(an)

^C2EîË^T\ l^iaff dV(z)
n=x \hian)\ JE(an)

oo

= C2X>0K)|P<+oo,
«1=1

completing the proof of Theorem 15.

Corollary 16. Let {an} be as in the proof of the above theorem, then for all

(p£L2(Q.,dV) we have

(1) h-r is bounded** {V4>(an)} £ l°° ;

(2) hj is compacts {Vtp(an)) £ c0 ;

(3) kj is in Sp^{VtP(an)}£lp, (p > I).

Corollary 17. If tp is holomorphic in £2 with Vtp £ BC, then for all p > 1, we

have h-r £ Sp if and only if tp £ PLp(dX).

Proof. If tp = Pip with \p £ Lp(dX), then

h^=hp^ = hW€ Sp

by Lemma 14. Conversely, if hr £ S , then Vtp £ Lp(dX) by Theorem 15. It

follows that tp = PVtp is in PLp(dX).

6. The open unit ball Bn

In this section, we specialize to the special case £2 = Bn , the open unit ball

in C" . We show that if / is holomorphic in Bn , then V fi behaves like the

following functions:

(i-l^2)"+1^/(z)     (M = » + i).

To see why this is true, we first observe that for / e L2(£2),

_   f     f(w)dV(w)
n ] JB(i-iz,w)ri'
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.JH+7, s     j2n + l)\  f
-^zsriz) = -    „i       /

2,n+idn+,f    (2/1+1)! /■ (l-izrr'w0/^)

özQ n!      ./„     (l-<z,ti>»2n+2

On the other hand,

Vfi(z)=XB  [   ('H'lV+'/W^tt,).

Therefore, the only difference between F/(z) and (1 - |z|2)"+1d"+1/(z)/«9za

(|a| = « + 1) is the factor Uf in the integrand. It suggests that Vfi(z) should

behave like the derivatives (1 - |z|)"+1<9"+1/(z)/ÖzQ (\a\ = n + I). The fol-

lowing theorem shows that this is indeed the case. Let

Tj(z) = (1 - \z\2)n+XÇ-l(z)       (\a\ = n + l).

Theorem 18. If fi £ L2fBn and p > 1, then

(1) Vfi£BC& TJ £ BC for all \a\ = n + l;
(2) Vf £ C0 ̂  TJ £ C0 for all \a\ = n + l;
(3) Vf £ L"(dX) «• TJ £ Lp(dX) for all \a\ = n + 1.

Remark. Since Vf £ BC iff f £ PL00 (£2) and Vf£C0 iff / £ PC0(O), (1)
and (2) above follow from the results in [12]. Our idea of proving (3) above is

still the same as that in [12]. Although Theorem 18 is conceivably obvious in

view of the observation proceeding it, we still need some technical lemmas to

make the proof complete.

Recall that the fundamental theorem of calculus gives

fi(z)-f(o) = yzi(xyr(tz)dt.
tí   'Jo  dzi

Let

Aifiz) = l j!f(tzîdt>        l<i<n.

For any «-tuple a = (ax, ... , an) of nonnegative integers, let

acting on holomorphic functions (the AA's commute with each other).

Lemma 19. For all a < 0 and p > 1, the operators Aa  are bounded on

LPa(Bn,K(z,z)°dV(z)).

This is basically a Gleason problem [8]. It can either be proved by the method

in [12], or be proved by using Cauchy integrals. Either way, it suffices to con-

sider the operators Ax, ... , An. The boundedness of Aa follows from the

boundedness of Ax, ... , An. We omit the details here.
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Corollary 20. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all holomorphic fi

with dlalf(0)/dza = 0 (for all \a\ < n) we have

f(z)= ¿2 z"AJiz)-
|a|=«l+l

Moreover,   \\K~lAj\\LP{dX)  <  Q\K~X f\\Lp(dk)   for all   \a\  =  n+l,  where

K~xf(z) = K(z, z)-xf(z) = (1 - |z|2)"+1/(z).

We can now prove Theorem 18. Only (3) needs to be checked.

Suppose Vf £ Lp(dX). The equality fi = PVfi gives

Jb.   1 - z, w))n+l

«ir-^w.^+ií!/ v-fr^vfMj

B„ (1-(Z,W))

Differentiating under the integral sign leads to

^7 (2n+l)\ f   (l-|z|2r'
dza ( >-       n\      JBn      (i-(z,w))2n+2

Let MQ be the operator defined by

MJ(z) = i^+ill^/Cz) = (n + l)!z7(z),

then the above equality becomes

TJ= VMVfi.

Clearly, Ma is bounded on Lp(dX). Also by Proposition 3, V is bounded on

L"(dX). Thus Vf £ L"(dX) implies that TJ = VMffVfi) £ Lp(dX) for all
\a\ = n+ 1 .

Conversely, suppose TJ(z) £ Lp(dX) for all |a| = « + 1. We wish to show

that Vf £ Lp(dX) (p > 1). Since Vg £ Lp(dX) for all polynomials g. We

may assume that dMfi(0)/dza = 0 for all \a\ < n . Thus

fi(z)=   £   zafa(z),

\a\=n+l

where fa(z) = Aj(z). In order to prove Vf e Lp(dX), it suffices to show that

there exists a constant C > 0 such that

\iVfi, g)f < c\\g\\L.m

for all g £ Lq(dX) with l/p + l/q = 1 . By the proof of Proposition 4,

{Vf,g)x = if,Vg)x = (Vf,Vg)x.

constant C > 0 such that

Write Vg(z) = K(z, z)    g(z) with g holomorphic. It suffices to produce a

\(Vf,K-Xg)f<C\\K-Xg\\Lq (dX)
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Since ö|a|/(0)/öza = 0   (\a\ < n),  K(z, z)~x = (1 - |z|2)"+1   is unitarily

invariant, we must have

(fi,K-Xg)k = (fi,K-xgx)x

where g(z) = g0(z) + gx(z) with

Sfz)=   J2   z"AaSiz).
\a\=n + l

Let g = A g, then

(f,K-Xgx)k=    J2    \ fiiz)-tla(z)dV(z)

\a\=n+l

= Ü¡TÍY      S    (Maf'Sa)
V '" |a|=n+l

where ( ,  ) is the usual pairing with respect to dV and M*f(z) = zafi(z).

Going back to the pairing { , )x, we get

V '" |a|=«+l

Since K~ g is in the image of V and F is a projection in the pairing ( ,  )x ,

we have

(/' *_1^ = ÏÏTTy.  S iVMJ^-xga),
|a|=n+l

= (n+ l)\     ^   (Taf'K     Sa)x-
|a|=/I+l

It follows that

|a|=«« + l

By Corollary 20, we have

\(fi,K-xg)f<c £ lir/ll^ll*-1!!!^,
|a|=«« + l

completing the proof of Theorem 18.

Corollary 21. Suppose p > 1 and tp is holomorphic on Bn, then

(1) hj is bounded** TJ £ BC for all \a\ = n + 1 ;

(2) hr is compact ■&■ TJ £ C0 for all \a\ = n + 1 ;

(3) h¿ is in Sp <s> TJ £ L"(dX) for all \a\ = n + 1,
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where

t a./ \    m     i ¿\*+id     tp
TJiz) = il-\z\ )     ~Q¿riz)-

7. The poly-disc D"

In this section we compute Vfi for holomorphic functions / on the poly-

disc D" in C" . For simplicity of notation we restrict our computation to the
2 2

bidisc D   in C . D will denote the open unit disc in C.
2

Recall that for / holomorphic in D   we have

Txfi(zx) = (1 - |z,|2)2^(z, 0),        T2fi(z2) = (1 - |z2|2)2^(0, z2),
o    z, dz2

TJ(zx) = (1 - |z,|2)2-^-(z,, 0),     Tj(z2) = (1 - \z2\2)2-?J-2(0, zf),
azxoz2 dzxdz2

Tf(zx, z2) = (1 - |z, |2)2(1 - \z2\2)2-^(zx, z2).
ozxoz2

We will show that the above five functions describe the behaviour of Vf. As

a motivation, we first compare Vf with Tfi. Writing / = Pfi and differenti-

ating under integral sign, we easily get

-ret \    i/c/1     i    iVm     i    iV Í       w2xw22f(wx,w2)Tfi(z) = 36(1 -|z,| ) (l-|z2| )   /-'J ,   '-2—jdViw).
Jo (1 - zxwx) (1 - z2tyj2)

By definition, we also have

xr ft   \        1/1       i      i2\2/,       i      ^2   f fiWx,Wf)
Vf(z) = XD2(l-\zx\ ) (l-|z2| )   /-      ' _.4dV(w),

Jv2 (1 - Zjti;,) (1 - z2wf)

where AD2 = 3   = 9.  Thus the only difference between Tfi and Vf in the

integral representation is the factor w2w2 in the integrand. Therefore, Tfi

and Vf are really closely related. On the other hand, Tfi does not contain all

the properties of V fi. For example, if f(zx, zf) only depends on one variable,

say, /(z,, zf) = g(zx), then Tfi = 0, but

Vf(zx, zf) = 9(1 - |z,|2)2(l - |z2|2) /      8iWxl,dV(wx).
Jm (1 - zxwx)

If g is not in the Bloch space of D, then V f(zx, zf) is not even bounded,

although Tfi = 0. This explains why we need the functions TJ ( 1 < i < 4).

We point out that if we are only concerned with boundedness, compactness,

or membership in S with p > 1, then it is sufficient to consider the following

three lower order derivatives [10, 12]:

(l-lzj2)!^^), (l-\Zl\2)lL(0,z2),
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In order to cover the endpoint p = 1, we need all the five functions: TJ ( 1 <

i<4) and Tfi.

Theorem 22. Suppose p > 1 and fi is holomorphic in D , we have

(1) Vf£BC&Tj£BC(B)(l<i<4),  Tf£BC(B2);

(2) Vf£C0^Tj£C0(B)(l<i<4),   r/eC0(D2);

(3) Vf £ Lp(dX) <* TJ £Lp(3,dX)(l<i<4),  Tfi £ LP(B2, dX).

Combining Theorems 8, 12, 15 and 22, we get
2

Corollary 23. Suppose p > 1 and tp is holomorphic in D , then we have

(1) hj is bounded** Tfi £ BC(B) (1 < i < 4),  Ttp £ BC(B2) ;

(2) hj is compact** Tfi £ C0(D) (1 < i < 4),  Ttp £ C0(D2) ;

(3) h$ is in Sp <* Tfi £ LP(B, dX) ( 1 < i < 4),  Ttp £ Lp(32, dX).

The proof of Theorem 22 is similar to that of Theorem 18.

Once again the three implications "=>" are easier to prove. Given / holo-

morphic in D with Vf £ BC. Write f = P Vf and differentiate under

integral sign, then

rm = 36(1 -iz.iVo-iz2iY / „^¡'"'--dv^-
Jo2 (1 - zxwx) (1 - z2wf)

Let M be the operator defined by

Mfi(z) = 4-z]z22fi(z)

then we have

Tfi=VMVf.

M maps BC into BC, C0 into C0, and Lp(dX) into Lp(dX), and so does

V, thus Vf £ BC implies Tf £ BC, Vf £ C0 implies Tfi £ <C0, and

K/ € L"(i/A) implies Tf £ Lp(dX).
To get the same conclusions about Txf and TJ, notice that / = PVfi

gives

r tÄri«.
7d2 (1 - z.iü.)

Let

then

with

(î-z.w.r

tpx(wx) = w2x      Vfi(wx,w2)dV(%
'D

,2N2 /" (p(wx)dV(wx)
\4

(u;2)

Tj(zx) = 6(1 - \zx\2)2 [
Jo [1-z.w.)

\<t>xizx)f < [ \Vfi(zx , z2)\pdV(z2) < [ \Vf{ZyZ£ dV(z2)
Jo Jo   (1 - |z2| )
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and

or

(l-|z,|2)2 '      ./d./d(1-|z1|2)2(1-|z2|2)2

H^illz.'(D,rfA) ^ \\Vfh"(o2,dv

Thus the result on D = Bx implies that Tj£Lp(B, dX) if Vf £ LP(B2, dX).

Similarly, r,/eC0(D) if F/eC0(D2), TJ £ BC(D) if Vf £ BC(B2). The
case TJ can be treated similarly.

To get the results for TJ and TJ, we write / = PVfi and differentiate

under integral sign, then we get

t,az,) = m -\^)2íw2'Yfí-'f2)dv^-
Jo2      (1 - zxwf)

ipx(wx) = w] / w2Vf(wx,w2)dV(w2),
Jo

Let

then

,2,2   f        <PxjWx)

(1-zxwXj
TJ(zx) = 12(1 - |z,|Y /   ,/lV ll^dViw.)

and \px satisfies the same estimate we did for <px, thus the result on D = Bx

gives the implication that Vf £ BC(B2) & TJ £ BC(B), Vf e C0(D2) **

TJ £ C0(D), and Vf £ LP(B2,X) <* TJ £ LP(B, dX). The same proof
works for TJ. We have completed the proof for the three implications "=*>"

in Theorem 22.

We will prove the converse only for (3). The other two statements can be

proved similarly and details can be found in [10, 12].

Given / holomorphic in D   with /(0) = 0, we can always write

fi(zx, zf = hx(zx) + h2(z2) + zxz2(hfzx) + hfzf) + z\z\h(zx, zf).

Moreover, the decomposition is unique if h4(0) = 0. Since /(0) = 0, we have

hx(zx) = fi(zx, 0), h2(z2) = fi(0, z2). Therefore,

Vhx(zx, z2) = 9(1 - IzjYd - ,z2|2)2/ *^W_,
Jo2 (1 - zxwx) (1 - z2wf)

-9(.-wV(i-i»,i2)7/|'"-0)f''°-).
Jo      (1 - z{wx)

The assumption that TJ e LP(B, dX) together with the results for D = Bx now

gives Vhx £ LP(B2, dX). Similarly, TJ £ Lp(3, dX) <* Vh2 £ LP(B2, dX).
It is easy to see that

|^(z1,0) = /¡;(0) + z1A3(z1)
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or

Z2^riZ\ ' °) = Ä2(°)Z2 + zlz2Ä3(Zl) •
■dz2

It follows that

V(zxz2hfzx))(zx ,z2) = V (z2ljizx, 0)) (zx, zf) - h'2(0)V(z2)(zx, zf).

Clearly, V(zf)(zx, zf) £ Lp(dX). Also we have

y (z2§f2(zi. 0)) (*i ,*a)

= 9(l-|z1|2)2(l-|z2|2)2/     ^1   J   2      ,
Jd2 (1 - z.tu.) (1 - z2w2)

£L(wx,0)w2dV(w)

zxwx)\l-

,o      /1 ,2,2,,       .      ,2^2   f     dw2iWl'Q)     ....       ,
= 18z2(l-|z2| ) (l-|z,| )   /   —J-——dViwx)

Jo2 (1 - Z^j)

So TJ £ LP(B>, dX) together with the results on D = 5. gives

!Öz,Klz^.O)   (ZpZ^Ly.rfA),

Therefore,

Similarly,

It remains to show that

V(zxz2hfzx))£Lp(B2dX).

V(zxz2hfz2))£Lp(B2,dX).

V(z]z22h(zx, z2))£Lp(B2,dX).

In doing this we may as well assume that

f(zx, zf = z\z22h(zx, zf.

Given g £ L"(dX) with l/p + l/q = I, then

iVfi,g)k = (f,Vg)x.

Write Vg(z) = K(z,z)~yg(z) with

g(z) = g(0) + hx(zx) + h2(z2) + zxz2(hfzx) + hfzf) + z\z22h(zx, zf).

The unitary invariance of K~x and dX now implies that

(/, Vg)x = (fi(z),K(z, z)-Xz\z22h(zx, zf))x

= (z]z2xf(z),K(z,z)-X~h(z))k.

Because K~xh is in the image of V and V is a projection in the pairing ( , )A
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thus

if   t/„\   — n/t-,
'l*l(/, Vg), = (V(z2z2fi(z)),K'X(z, z)h(z))x

= \(Tf,K-Xh)k.

It follows that

\if ,Vg)x\<\\\Tf\\ü{dX)\\K-Xh\\L,(d)í).

The desired result now follows from the following.

Lemma 24. Suppose g is holomorphic in P   with g(0) = 0 and

gizxzf) = hx(zx) + h2(zf) + zxz2(hfzx) + hfzf)) + z\z22h(zxz2),

then

II*   hWv(dX) - CH*   Shp{dX)

with C independent of g.

Proof. Since hx(zx) = g(zx, 0), thus

II*   h\Wv(dk) ^ II*    8Wvi.dk)-

Similarly, \\K~xh2\\Lp{dX) < \\K~X g\\Lp{dX) • Next write

*<*,, z2) = 8izx,z2)-h(zx)-h2(zf) = h^ + w + z^h{z^
Z1Z2

Using Lemma 15 in [10] (or a similar version of it), we can get

\\K~lg\\vidk)<Cx\\K-lg\\L,m.

Repeating the above process one more time, we get

\\K-lh\\L,m<C2\\K-'g\\L,m.
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